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Dieckmann & Doebeli (1999) and Meszéna & Dieckmann (2019) studied adaptive speciation with two diploid multilocus traits, an ecological and a mating one. 
Here I report an analytic approximation. Frequency-dependent selection against intermediate ecological trait values drives evolution of assortativity. However, 
assortativity based on ecological phenotype alone cannot ensure reproductive isolation in presence of segregation variance. Fortunately, the selection regime 
operates also to selectively eliminate allelic (and segregation) variance. This process is slow for high locus number. The two processes together can result in 
strong reproductive isolation. The non-trivial aspect is that selection for assortativity and for decreasing variance are usually attributed to disruptive and 
stabilizing selection, respectively. Natural origin of this double personality of the selection regime will be explained.
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Aim: deeper understanding of transition
Modified from: Dieckmann & Doebeli (1999)

Isolation: mating trait controls assortativity w.r.t. the ecological one

Ecology: 1D resource axis, Lotka-Volterra competition

Genetics: multilocus biallelic, additive, free recombination
Evolving traits: ecological & mating

Novelty: High locus number & population size

Numerical result

Three phases:
(1) Fast increase of variance, mismatch remains
(2) Slow transition to bimodality; allelic variance is erroded
(3) Fast completion of isolation via sexual selection.

(with platikurtic carring capacity and Gaussian competition kernel)

(Meszéna & Dieckmann, 2019)

Evolution of variance

High locus number:
Population distribution and gene frequency on an specific locus becomes independent in the 
limit (Barton et al., 2017).

The population remains approximately homogeneous both for the mating trait value and for the 
gene frequencies of the ecological trait.

Numerical experience:
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Three dynamical variables:
(1) Distribution of the ecological trait
(2) Allelic variance of the ecological trait
(3) Mating trait value

Dynamics of ecological trait distribution

trait distribution competition kernel

carrying capacity

where

Phenotypic fitnesses

Ecological trait:

where:

Drives: evolution of allalic variance of the ecological trait

Approximation: all children are equivalent.

Mating trait:

Drives: evolution of mating trait

Approximation: all grandchildren are equivalent.

birth distribution

(Noest, 1997, Doebeli et al, 2007)

mating kernel

segregation kernel

(Based on Bulmer, 1980)

Half of the gene freqencies are 1-�, the another half are 1���
Closure approximation:

Long calculation adapted from Bulmer (1980) leads to the dynamics

Then the allelic variance reads

The solution of the dynamics:

where

It leads to

Analiytic approximation

time

number of alleles second derivative of the phenotypic fitness

Take home

(1) The speciation process is intuitively understandable in the high,
but not infinite, locus limit, as a correction to the infinitesimal model.

(3) Reproductive isolation developes when selection increases
assortativity and decreases allelic/segregation variance. This
condition seems to be self-contradictory, because it requires
disruptive and stabilizing selection at the same time.

(4) Actually, the two kinds of selection depend on different 
properties of the fitness function. Selection for assortativity 
requires selection against the intermediate types. Selection for 
decreasing allelic variance requires negative averaged fitness 
curvature, where averaging is done according to the population
distribution. These requirements are not contradictory. The two 
kinds of selection arises naturally from the frequency dependence 
of niche-segregating ecology.

(5) Selection for decreasing variance becomes slow for high
locus number, when the infinitesimal model is approached. 
Therefore speciation process may require prolonged time, 
during which gene flow is decreased, but still significant.

(2) Resource consumption of a random mating population 
generically cannot match perfectly a wide resource distribution, 
even if population variance becomes sufficiently large. The
emerging residual selection may select for reproductive isolation.

(6) The process cannot be described by the symmetric
(hypergeometric) approximation, because it assumes
maximal allelic variance.
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